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Why Study International Scientific Cooperation (ISC)?

 Why Cooperation?
 Exponential growth in the past 2 decades
 Understanding of how tacit knowledge is transferred

 Why Scientific?
 Co-authorship publications are one of the best available measurements of 

tacit knowledge transfers (Hicks and Narin 2001; Zucker, Darby, Liu and Ma 
2007)

 Why International?
 Access to the best and brightest for developed countries
 Understand diffusion to developing countries

 Strong Policy Implications
 Growth in international science has direct impact on national systems 

supporting science
 A fuller understanding of the factors contributing to this growth could aid 

the governance and management of national and international investments 
in science 
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What is driving International Scientific Cooperation?

Factors
Internal to
Science

Factors
External to

Science

Int’l Science
Cooperation

“Matthew Effect”
Growth of “Big Science”

Increased Specialization and 
Interdisciplinary Research
Scientific Cultural Mores

Scientist as Entrepreneurs
Science as Diplomacy

National Scientific Investments
Growth in ICT

Transaction Costs
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Why Study Nanotechnology?

 Growing field
 Interdisciplinary
 Tied closely to industry
 Policy Interest
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Research Questions

 Is international collaboration growing?

 What is the pattern of collaboration over time?

 To what extent has nanotechnology research diffused?

 What countries have access to the best and the brightest
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The Data

 Bibliometric data from 42 nanotechnology journals
 Author country locations and citations

 Time periods: 
 Cold War Era – 1983-1992 
 Internet Boom – 1993-2000
 Current Era – 2001-2007
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National Output of Articles

 Total number of articles in any given country (single author or co-author)
 E.g., between 2001-2007, 13,508 articles were authored or co-authored in 

the US.
 Over time, the distribution is becoming a more pronounced two-tier power law

 Highlights growing core-periphery distinction
 Disparity of distribution in the core is significantly less than in periphery
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Bilateral Collaborations

 Tie counts: number articles co-authored across 2 countries
 Distribution follows also follows a two-tier power law

Position 1983-1992 1993-2000 2001-2007

1 USA-Japan USA-Germany USA-Germany
2 USA-Germany USA-Japan USA-China
3 USA-France USA-Korea USA-Japan
4 USA-UK USA-France USA-Korea
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Country Rankings in the Core

   *Italicized countries do not make the core during all three time periods.
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Network Centrality Rankings

 European countries’ network 
centrality rank are greater than their 
article output

 Asian countries’ network centrality 
are significantly lower than article 
output
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Intensity of Collaborations of 14 Largest Countries by GDP (2001-2007) 

 Intensities is an indicator of strength of bilateral collaboration using Salton’s 
Measure
 Strong intensities (>0.03) highlighted

 Emergent Properties
 Regional Effects in Asia, Europe, and North America
 Colonial Ties are pronounced
 U.S. as the only globally intense collaborator
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Unidirectional Affinities (2001-2007)

 JP = Joint Papers, SJP = Share of total joint papers, SPC = Share of Partner 
Country in world – Output of Country, AFF = SJP/SPC
 Affinity of 100% means partner country is just as important to the country 

as it to the rest of the world, >100% is a positive affinity
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Unidirectional Affinities (2001-2007)

 JP = Joint Papers, SJP = Share of total joint papers, SPC = Share of Partner 
Country in world – Output of Country, AFF = SJP/SPC
 Affinity of 100% means partner country is just as important to the country 

as it to the rest of the world, >100% is a positive affinity
 Observations

 Geography matters!
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Unidirectional Affinities (2001-2007)

 JP = Joint Papers, SJP = Share of total joint papers, SPC = Share of Partner 
Country in world – Output of Country, AFF = SJP/SPC
 Affinity of 100% means partner country is just as important to the country 

as it to the rest of the world, >100% is a positive affinity
 Observations

 Geography matters
 Foreign Policy matters
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Unidirectional Affinities (2001-2007)

 JP = Joint Papers, SJP = Share of total joint papers, SPC = Share of Partner 
Country in world – Output of Country, AFF = SJP/SPC
 Affinity of 100% means partner country is just as important to the country 

as it to the rest of the world, >100% is a positive affinity
 Observations

 Geography matters
 Foreign Policy matters
 Shared culture and diasporas matter
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Unidirectional Affinities (2001-2007)

 JP = Joint Papers, SJP = Share of total joint papers, SPC = Share of Partner 
Country in world – Output of Country, AFF = SJP/SPC
 Affinity of 100% means partner country is just as important to the country 

as it to the rest of the world, >100% is a positive affinity
 Observations

 Geography matters
 Foreign Policy matters
 Shared culture and diasporas matter
 Strong affinities among EU countries
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Unidirectional Affinities - Sweden
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Conclusions

 Is international collaboration growing?
 Increased reliance on collaboration

 What is the pattern of collaboration over time?
 Growing gap between the core-periphery
 Asian countries are becoming increasingly attractive

 To what extent has nanotechnology research diffused?
 Diffuses through geographical, cultural and political lines

 What countries have access to the best and the brightest
 US and European strategy is to have global access to talent
 Asian countries strategy is to target leading countries


